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TBG loves early digital dancehall and its founding
artists like Nitty Gritty, Sugar Minott and Tenor Saw.

'Don't Wait' is just a song about going out, finding a girl
and dancing with her.

Living life and having a good time. With everybody.
Together

We don't think that just because we have a reggae feel
in some of our music that we should preach
righteousness, sing about smoking ganga, or pretend
to be Bob Marley. Enough people do that already.

It's just a pop song.
lyrics
nobody move, nobody get hurt
girl you will kill me wearing that skirt
somebody sink, somebody get high
somebody see it with their own two eyes
don't say you love me then go to leave me in the
morning
don't say you need me if you've got nothing here for
me
wanna hit the party but you might wanna head for
home
see
we're only playing dub
we don't play rock and roll

so scandalous
i can't handle this
no philanthropist
girl will tell me if you're wanting to dance to this
and romance and hold
maybe chance and fold
maybe it's even in the way that we take it home
and we break inside
it's too late to hide
when every single one of us is the same we tried
all the plans to be
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all the ways to see
when all we ever found was that it was just a dream
so,
don't wake me up
no,
don't wait for me

one in the morning, some typical nights
two in the morning, some typical sights
three in the morning, surrender control
four in the morning, let the bass take hold
girl, they could take all that we have and i'd never
notice
girl, they could break off every plan, count every vote
it's
never ending anyway you look at it
but, you know
we ain't gonna make it far if we don't ever go

so scandalous
i can't handle this
no philanthropist
girl will tell me if you're wanting to dance to this
and romance and hold
maybe chance and fold
maybe it's even in the way that we take it home
and we break inside
it's too late to hide
when every single one of us is the same we tried
all the plans to be
all the ways to see
when all we ever found was that it was just a dream
so,
don't wake me up
no,
don't wait for me

up on a beat so scandalous
no, don't wait for me.
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